There is high popularity of research related with designing intelligent agents. But the issue of designing intelligent file agents is investigated poorly. In this paper we investigate different aspects of creating intelligent file agents. In particular, we implement a file system event observer. We also design a prototype of intelligent file agent using probabilistic neural networks. The implemented file system event observer does not make a significant load on a computer. Experiments with the prototype of intelligent file agent show high performance on modeled data. The prototype can be used to compare it with more advanced intelligent file agents.
Introduction
The problem of creating intelligent agents is investigated a lot in research [1] . In particular, we can mention research in application of intelligent agents in healthcare (see e.g. [2] ), in education (see e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6] ), in robotics (see e.g. [7, 8, 9] ) and in human-computer interaction (see e.g. [10, 11, 12] ). Among intelligent agents we can distinguish intelligent file agents. We will consider file agents as software agents which operate in a file system environment. As there are a lot of problems which can be defined by using the terms files and operations on them, there are different possible applications of file agents. In particular, in [13] software agents helping to maintain a UNIX file system for better disk space utilization by compressing and backing up are presented. There is an agent organizing Start menu to get an access to the most frequently used programs in the operating system Microsoft Windows XP [14] . Another application of file agents consists in finding a data placement on heterogeneous storage devices to optimize the data access performance for a particular user [15] . In this paper we consider the following issue. Computer users need to pay attention to keep their files well-organized. For example, users take into consideration what actions to apply to downloaded files. Possible options are deletion and moving to a particular directory. Thus, there is the issue of creating the intelligent file agent, which will be able to automate management of user files by offering the likeliest actions with them. In spite of that there is high popularity of research related with designing intelligent agents, the issue of designing intelligent file agents is investigated poorly. As there are practical applications of file agents, research in this area is considered to be reasonable. This paper provides an architecture of file agents, consideration of observing a file system and research on the design of a simplified model of intelligent file agent. The results can be used in future for comparing with more complicated models.
File agents architecture
There are several approaches to define an agents architecture. Let consider the abstract architecture for agents with state described in [16] . Let S be a set of all possible states of the environment, which an agent occupy; A be a set of all possible action of the agent; I be a set of all possible states of the agent; P be a set of all possible percepts. Than, how the agent operates can be represented through the functions
The function see is used to get information about the environment. The function next is used to define the next state of the agent. The function action is used to make the decision about applying action to the environment. It is assumed, that the agent starts with the state i 0 . The agent operates in a loop by observing environment, changing it's state, making a decision to do some action and performing it. Let apply this architecture to file agents. Let the state s ∈ S contains a file tree structure, information about files and their content. We want to learn to generate file actions corresponding to the user's intentions. One of approaches to build complex intelligent systems is to delegate different functions to subsystems [17] . We can try to apply it to file agent designing. The first subsystem will observe file system events. The next subsystem will extract knowledge from observed information. The last subsystem will apply the extracted knowledge to help the user to manage files. This delegation can be used to represent file agents as agents having the vertically layered architecture [18] illustrated in figure 1. Information about moving files can be useful when we teach agent about how users manage their files. In section 3 we consider the problem of designing the observer logging information about creating, moving and deleting files. The generating actions strategy of file agents can be based on the history of the user's actions. In this case it is reasonable to generate the same actions for similar files. To define the degree of similarity it is possible to use different kinds of information about files, for example size, creation time, extension, tags, name. To process file names it is required to carry out a large-scale complex experiment. As a first approximation, it is useful to consider some simplified model of intelligent file agents. In section 4 we examine file agents processing a limited amount of information about files.
File system monitoring
We develop our observer in Mac OS X. There are several challenges during development the observer. The first one is the following. There is the opportunity to get the type of an observed file system event in Mac OS X by using the system API [19] . However, it is not enough to get full information about the event. It takes place because there is no file identifier passed when the event happens, just the file name. When the user moves a file there are two system events. For the first one the old file name is passed. For the second one the new file name is passed. Without the file identifier we cannot say that both system events refer to the same file. Thus, we cannot use event types passed by the operating system. There is another challenge. Before we have started to process a new system event other events could happen with the related file. It should be taken into consideration. There is yet another challenge. In Mac OS X when some file is downloaded from Internet through the standard browser Safari, at the beginning the browser creates the temporary file storing downloaded content. After the file is completely downloaded, the temporary file is renamed to the original name. In other words, there is a moving event. When downloaded files are small and downloading processes are mostly instantaneous, two different file system events -creating and moving -can fail to be handled in time. In our system we want to log all file system events occurring after downloading files as creating events. To overcome the mentioned issues we can do the following: storing a file system snapshot with file identifiers and using it to define the type of a file system event and the related file identifier; assuming that other file system events could happen before we start to process the event; adding filters that convert moving events for downloaded files into creating events. We discuss the system in more details in the section 3.1.
The structure of the observer
We create the observer using object-oriented design. It is written in C++. The observer contains following classes: 1) the class providing processing events; 2) the class which provides operations for creating, accessing and modifying file system snapshots; 3) the classes providing filters of events; 4) the class logging file system events to xml file. We will assume that a file system snapshot is a file system tree containing names and identifiers of files. In the case of Unix-style file systems, identifiers of files are inodes. At the beginning a file system snapshot is created with an instance of the class 2. When a new file system event occurs, an appropriate function is called. The input parameter of the function is the file name corresponding to the event. The file name is passed to an instance of the class 1. The instance of the class 1 interacts with the instance of the class 2. It tries to get the file identifier from the maintained snapshot using the class 2. It also tries to get the file identifier by using the appropriate system function. Depending on successful of both tries and comparing the gotten identifiers, we make the conclusion about which file system event has happened. Possible cases are creating, moving and deleting the file. Further, information about the event passes to an instance of the class 4. The filter classes 3 can be used to drop some events or to correct information in them.
One of the most complex parts of the system is the class maintaining file system snapshots. Snapshots are stored with the following structure:
struct FileNode { std::string fileName; ino t inode; std::map<std::string, FileNode*> *children; FileNode *parent; };
The field fileName contains a file name (not a full path). The field inode contains the identifier of the file. The field children contains the pointer to map from names of child files to internal structures. It is NULL if there are no child elements. The field parent contains the pointer to the structure of the parent file (folder). It is NULL if there is no parent folder.
The filter classes allows to narrow the range of observed file events. It is useful if we want to log just events related with a particular folder such as Downloads.
Testing
While the observer is running, it is logging file system events to a XML file. Each entry contains the type of an event; the path of the file with which the event is related; the timestamp of the event. For moving events both old and new paths are logged. There are following types of events: creating a file has the type 1; removing a file has the type 2; moving a file has the type 3. Example of logged events are shown on the figure 2. It should be noted that the implemented observer does not make a significant load on the tested computer. The load is inconsequential either in the case of lack of file system events or in the presence of them. More precisely, the usage of CPU for both cases was less than 0.1%.
A prototype of intelligent agent
In this section we will consider modeling an activity of the user which downloads files from the Internet and chooses actions for them. Further we will design the intelligent agent which is able to manage files of such user automatically.
Modeling a user activity
Let each file have n features (for example, creation time, size, etc.). Let x 1 ∈ X 2 , x 2 ∈ X 2 , ..., x n ∈ X n be these features. For brevity, the tuple (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) will be called the file. We use x and X to denote the tuple (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) and
To model downloading files from Internet by a user and doing actions with them, we will need the following things. The file generator to produce x ∈ X. The function f (x, y) : X × {0, 1} → R, which defines the desire of the user to download (y = 1) or to not download (y = 0) the file x from the Internet. The g(x, a) : X × N → R, which defines the desire of the user to do the action a with the file x. If there are M act possible actions, then a ∈ {1, 2, ..., M act }.
We model the user activity with iterations. Let the user download K files per iteration. On i-th iteration the user downloads the set of files F i which is defined as 
Designing the file agent
We want the file agent to achieve an appropriate similarity in proposed actions with actions chosen by the user. In our model it means corresponding with actions that are matched to files in the set G i .
Let assume x 1 ∈ R, x 2 ∈ R, ..., x n ∈ R. In other words, x ∈ R n . The file agent need split the space R n into subspaces such that each subspace is related with one desired action. The file agent also need continuously define more exactly such splitting while the user choose actions for new files.
We assume that we need to apply the same actions for files which are similar in the sense of the Euclidean distance. Then we can build class distribution functions using a form of the Gaussian distribution [20] . Let there be M different classes which. We enumerate them as 1, 2, ..., M . Let for each class 
We can find the likeliest class for x as argmax m h m (x). This method matches how probabilistic neural networks work [21] . The parameter σ defines the width of the functions. For one-dimensional data it is illustrated with the figure 3. This method can be applied to design the file agent. In this case the classes are actions with files.
Testing
In our experiments file features x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are creation timestamp, size and file extension accordingly. Their ranges X 1 , X 2 , X 3 are specified at the beginning of the experiments and are used by the file generator. For σ in (1) we use the value 0.1. In the end of each iteration we calculate the percentage of matching between the actions offered by the file agent and the appropriate actions from the set G i . After that we use the set G i for teaching the file agent.
To get mean results we carry out a composite experiment. We use polynomials of degree 3 for the functions f and g. The count of possible actions M act varies from 10 to 20. For each M act we conduct 100 experiments. As a result, we carry out 11 · 100 = 1100 experiments at all. Each experiment contains 100 iterations. The result of each experiment is a sequence of percentages of matching mentioned above. We can sort results of all experiments by sums of We define the functions f and g by using polynomials. The coefficients of the polynomials are defined by random generator from the set {−1, 0, 1}. The parameters are normalized to the range [−1, 1] with following formulas: 
where f and g are polynomials with 4 variables. Matching rate after the first iteration and in the last iteration, average speed of changing matching rate and amount of changing monotonicity for 10 and 100 words cases and also among all experiments are given in the table 1. It is seen that in the beginning the rates grow significantly. After that the rates vary in the range. However, the rates grow in general while increasing the number of iteration. Consideration of greater number of worst cases makes the relation more smooth. We carry out analogous experiments for the case when the functions f and g are polynomials of degree 5. The quantitative results of 
Conclusion
The file system observer was presented. The implemented observer did not make a significant load on the tested computer. The load was inconsequential either in the case of lack of file system events or in the presence of them. We designed and tested the file agent processing a limited amount of information about files. The experiments showed high performance of the proposed method. However, it should be noted that used probabilistic neural networks can make a meaningful load on a computer in the case of big data [20] . This issue was examined in [22] [23] and the methods to overcome it were proposed. It can be useful to investigate the applicability of the proposed methods to our issue. It seem interesting to examine another ways of defining files similarity. Additional information contained in files and file names can be used.
